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“GATEWAY” PARTNERSHIPS
Many Health Plans partner with “Gateways” to
provide the payments to Providers. Often the
Virtual Card Payment is provided as the default
payment type by the Gateway, and Providers are
unaware that they will receive payment via Virtual
Card until it is received. Providers must then call to
“opt out” of the card payment and request payment
via check or EFT, and may have to do this with
each payment received. A single “opt out” may not
work for future payments. Provider revenue cycle
staff who receive card payments may be unaware
of the fees associated with the payment since the
statements that include the fees may go to the
Provider’s accounting or treasury department.
DEALING WITH VIRTUAL CARD CHALLENGES
In an effort to assist Providers with the challenges
currently being experienced with Virtual Cards,
the National Committee on Vital and Health
Statistics (NCVHS) recently held hearings to
gather information, then issued a letter of
recommendation to the Secretary of Health and
Human Services (HHS) recommending guidance
and definition for best practices around Virtual
Card payments. Additional action may be seen
around these recommendations in 2015.
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EFT payments are usually the recommended
payment type; and Providers should remember
that, effective Jan. 1, 2014, Health Plans must
provide EFT payments if requested by the
Provider. By law, Providers cannot be charged an
interchange fee for receiving an EFT transaction
from a Health Plan. Providers should always
remember that they have the option to file a
complaint with CMS if a Health Plan does not
comply with the regulations. Complaints can be
filed anonymously.
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For more information on Virtual
Card payments, please contact your
Healthcare Sales Representative or
Pam Grosze at pamela.grosze@pnc.com.

Electronic payments get funds to Providers
more quickly with less risk than paper checks.
Virtual Cards may provide a good solution for
some Providers in certain situations, and should
be available for them to choose for payment.
Providers should ensure that all agreements with
their Health Plans include details around card
payments, with clearly defined fees and details
about receipt of the Remittance Advice. Providers
should ensure that they have the ability to “opt in”
to card payments, rather than having to “opt out”
after a card payment is already received.
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